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In a recent article Coleman and Weinberg made the interesting

point that the spontaneous violation of a Lagrangian symmetry could well be a

purely quantum effect. They showed this by computing the one-loop corrections

to the equations of motion in a simple model with quartic self-couplings of a

set of massless scalar fields. The vehicle for this proof was an effective

potential which they computed by summing all connected and one-particle

irreducible one-loop graphs with zero-momentum external lines. It turns out

that this quantum corrected potential can have a qualitatively different

character from the purely classical component. For the case they consider,

the new potential favours the emergence of a symmetry-breaking ground state

in situations where the purely classical part does not.

The purpose of this note is to remark that the computation of effective

potentials and of effective actions in general may be profitably undertaken

within the formal framework of Dyson-Schwinger equations. This remark will

come as no surprise to those who are familiar with functional methods but,

it seems to us, the simplicity and formal power of the method deserves wider
2)

recognition . The amusing thing is that, in the approximation studied by

Coleman and Weinberg, the functional differential equation which defines the

effective action reduces to an ordinary (albeit non-linear) differential

equation. Although it may be exceedingly difficult to find exact solutions

to this equation,it is certainly possible to develop a solution in powers of

ii . The terms of this semiclassical development are obtained by simple

quadratures.

Given a system of fieldB $ (x) whose dynamics is governed at the

classical level by an action functional S(<{») , the basic problem is to

construct an effective action functional W(<|>) which includes the quantum

corrections. This effective action can be obtained, in principle, by solving

the Eyson-Schwinger functional differential equations. Here we sketch very

briefly the derivation of these equations.

Firstly, if the classical syBtem is perturbed by the introduction of

an external source term,

dx J±U) (J^U) ,

into the action, the corresponding vacuum amplitude, exp(i/H)z(J) » is

given, for example, by the path integral
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sxp(i/H) Z(J) = J (d*) exp(i/ii) IsU) - Jdx J^x) ^(x)] . (l)

The details of how thiB integral is to be defined are not important. One need

suppose only that integration by parts ia permissible, viz.,

- f dx J^*) ̂ (

It is then straightforward to deduce the functional differential equation,

[- 6Z/6J(x) - (*/i) 6/6J(x)j = J^x) , (2)

where the operator 6/6J acts always to the right, and S .($) denotes the
ivariational derivative 6S/6<f» (x) . This equation can presumably be given a

rigorous meaning if S(<Ji) is sufficiently regularized.

The solution of (2),subject to appropriate boundary conditions, should

in principle yield the connected vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude (i/K)Z(j).

An alternative version of this equationr in which the dependent variable

Z(j) is replaced by its Legendre transform, the effective action

- Z(J) + I dx J±(x) ̂ (x) j (3)

is more convenient, however. The new independent variable <j> (x) is defined

/^tx) . (10

The inverse mapping is clearly given by

/^tx) . (5)

The connected vacuum amplitude Z(J) is of course the generating functional

for connected Green's functions. The effective action, W(<(>) , on the other

hand, is the generating functional for one-particle irreducible vertices (see,

for example, Jona-Laslnio ). In particular, since the Jacobian matrix

S^txj/sj (x() is evidently the inverse of 6J (xf)/6<J> (x) , it follows that

the inverse of the propagator,
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Z(J) (6)

is given by

(7)

In passing from J. to <|> , as independent variable ve can use the identity

- fdx' GiJ(xvx'|*)J

Jvhich follows from (U) and (6). It is necessary now to regard G J as a

functional of, $ rather than J . That is to say, we shall regard G

as being defined by the inverse relation (7).

The Dyson-Schwinger equation for W(<j>) is now simply obtained from

(2) by substituting from (U), (5) and (8),

6WU)
= s :• GJk(x,x'!<(») - f (9)

This equation, together with the definition(7) is to be regarded as the basic

functional differential equation for the effective action W(<}>) .

Corresponding to the simple case of a single massive scalar field with

quartic self-interactions,

the Dyson-Schwinger equation takes the form

- f t •<«> «»•
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This equation can be solved by iteration in -ft . The coefficient of -fin in

the solution would be represented by the set of n-loop irreducible vacuum

graphs; in which the lines correspond to the classical propagator Gn(x»x'|<Ji)

defined by

6(x-x') ,

and the 3- and U-leg vertices to the third and fourth order variational

derivatives of S ,

-X

~X

Examples of such semiclassical developments of the effective action have been

treated in great detail by DeWitt '.

A method for dealing with (19), which is not semiclassical but which

may, perhaps, be appropriate to the treatment of low-energy phenomena,is the

Coleman-Weinberg scheme. The zeroth-order approximation here is assumed to

be a local functional of <|>(x) given by

- J dx (12)

where V depends on <j>(x) but not its derivatives. If this expression is

substituted into (19) one obtains, for constant <t> , the equation

dy

where G(xy|<f>) ^ G(x-y|4>) » for constant <J> , i s defined by

, (13)

+ m + - <j> + dfv 6(x-y) (Ik)

and is simply the free-field propagator with the effective mass (m + (X/2) <f>

+ d^/dij)2)1 , The x dependence in (13) is spurious; since $ is a constant

we can use translation invariance to set x = 0 . Thus, it appears that V(<j>)

is to be obtained by Bolving a second-order ordinary differential equation for

dV/d<J> . _1|_



The equation is highly non-linear and no doubt extremely difficult

to aolve exactly. Moreover, since the local approximation (12) is probably

quite unrealistic for more than one loop approximation, such exact solutions

may not have great relevance. Perhaps a better starting approximation could

be made by allowing V to depend on 3 <j> as veil.

The one-loop contribution to V can be obtained from (13) by a

simple quadrature. Thus, neglecting terms of order B 2 , one finds

K2 + m2 + (\/2) A2) , t,
2 ' ^5)K2 +

after making a Wick rotation. This is essentially the result of Coleman and

Weiriberg. It remains to be seen vhether or not the replacement of their

summation procedure by a differential equation can lead to useful improvements

in the approximation.
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